
Abernathy’s Rabbitry
Baby Bunny Care Sheet 

-Your new bunny comes with a starter pack of the food they have been used to eating. Mix half and half of this food with the
new feed so the bunny’s system can become acclimated. Foods may look the same but the formulation may not be!

-Don’t feed your young bunny large amounts of fresh veggies or greens. A whole carrot is too much, give them a coin-sized 
piece a day for a week or so before you give them a whole carrot so their system can get used to it. If you want to treat your 
bunny, give them blackberry leaves or canes. You can’t overdo these and they will even eat the thorns! Blackberry leaves are 
also a cure for diarrhea in rabbits. Rabbits older than 5-6 months can tolerate more greens.

-Young bunnies of both sexes can live together until about 10-12 weeks of age and then they should be separated or premature 
pregnancies or fighting can occur. Two females can live happily together forever but two males will probably begin to fight once 
they reach puberty unless they are both neutered. These fights can sometimes be to the death. Separate them!

-Feed your bunny all the pellets it can eat until about 12 weeks of age, then feed about a tuna-can scoop full each day to avoid
obesity. Offer timothy or orchard grass hay as often as possible as it’s very good for their teeth and digestion. They do not 
require additional salt or mineral licks. Rabbits also appreciate raw unhulled oats and black oil sunflower seeds in small 
quantities as a special treat.

-Water bottles work best and stay cleaner than bowls. You can add a teaspoon of apple cider vinegar to a 32oz water bottle to
help keep your bunny healthy and maintain a shiny coat. They love the flavor and will drink more! Always have clean fresh 
water available for your rabbit.

-You should trim your bunny’s nails every 3 months or so. Don’t trim too much or they can bleed. If they do, dab the bleeding
nail end with cornstarch and it will clot. Human nail clippers usually work fine.

-Rabbits enjoy toys, especially noisy ones like cans and baby rattles that they can toss around the cage. They also enjoy
nibbling bark off branches, but make sure it’s safe for rabbits first!

-Rabbit manure is the only manure that can be used fresh on your garden without burning your plants. It’s amazing stuff! 
Avoid using uncomposted rabbit urine though. A small amount won’t hurt however.

-Rabbits love to chew electrical cords so keep them out of reach. Actually they love to chew everything so keep that in mind.

-Support both the front and back ends of the rabbit when picking it up and hold it close to your body so it feels safe. If it feels
 like it may fall, it may struggle and scratch you. If you are unsure, pick it up by the scruff of the neck while cradling the rear end
with the other hand. Never pick a rabbit up by the ears as this is incredibly painful.

Enjoy your new bunny! 

Congratulations on your new baby bunny! Here are a few important tips:
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